50th Anniversary Technology Symposium and Showcase

Technology Showcase Application

Sponsors with emerging technologies that will accelerate progress towards our sustainable future are encouraged to apply for a display booth at the Technology Showcase event. There are outside, inside and laboratory locations available for these displays.

Categories include:

- Automobiles, Trucks, other Transport Systems
- Health Technology Equipment/Tools
- Renewable Energy, Fuel, Storage, Microgrid Systems
- Advanced Transportation Technology and Infrastructure
- Emissions Monitoring Equipment
- Ambient Monitoring Technology
- Logistics and Shared systems, including Internet of Services
- Ambient Monitoring Technology
- Renewable Energy, Fuel, Storage, Microgrid Systems
- Advanced Transportation Technology and Infrastructure
- Green City examples
- Future Port Technology
- Logistics and Shared systems, including Internet of Services

Sponsorship Level: □ Bronze □ Silver □ Gold □ Platinum

Company Name: 

Contact Name & Email: 

Description of Technology(ies): 

Space and Other requirements

Footprint of Technology: 

Wifi: □ Yes □ No

Electricity needs:

Preferred Location: □ Outside □ Inside □ In chassis/engine laboratory

Other requirements: 

For more information or to submit this application, contact Kathy Vang - 951-781-5730 or kathyv@engr.ucr.edu, or visit http://www.cert.ucr.edu/events/50th.html